Disoriented? You will be!

My SIV experience
PATRICK HAUGHTON GOES IN SEARCH OF EDUCATION AND CONTROL

IF I’M HONEST, I WOULD DESCRIBE MYSELF AS A NERVOUS OR MAYBE CAUTIOUS PARAGLIDER PILOT WHO HAS ALWAYS
BEEN RELUCTANT TO EXPERIMENT IN THE AIR IN CASE IT ALL GOES WRONG. Is age a factor in this? As I approach 60
my balance and fluency of movement is decreasing whilst my aversion to risk increases. Whatever the reason or
excuse, I am a pilot who loves flying, but despite five years in the harness I have never felt fully in control.
Toby Colombé of Passion Paragliding came to
the Wessex club last year and gave a talk on
wing control, describing how his SIV course
was tailored to each individual. I knew I
needed to face up to my fears and join him
and his team on a course in Oludeniz Turkey.
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I wanted to learn about my wing (Gradient
Golden 3 – mid EN B). How it reacts, what is
its stall point, what does it do when it has a
frontal or asymmetric collapse, etc. I
wanted to learn what I should do when this
happened. I wanted to learn how to fly

better, and most importantly to enjoy my
flying even more. One of the greatest
pleasures in life is being taught and
applying new ‘stuff’, so whilst I was
apprehensive about the course, I was also
very excited!
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The course is very, very reassuring. First of
all your kit is carefully inspected by Mike
Agnew, himself a top instructor. Next every
detail of what you are going to do is fully
explained and choreographed. Toby’s
patience is great; time and again he will
clarify and break down every exercise or
manoeuvre into its component parts. Each
pilot’s programme is built to progress their
skills and each has their own flight plan or
menu.
The whole operation needs three people.
Mike is with us on top of the mountain
(Babadag), always in contact with Toby,
timing the launches so that we fly out over
the sea to carry out our exercises one at a
time. Toby is far below in a safety boat. He
is in constant contact with every pilot and
will conduct the routines. Meanwhile
everything is being filmed from the shore
by Maurad, the talented third member of
the team.
Driving up the mountain road can be a
little unnerving but Toby had organised us
a rare driver who didn’t think he was a
distant relative to Lewis Hamilton. And now
we are now at the top of this incredibly
spectacular mountain, 1,700m up, each one
of us a tad nervous, inwardly thinking
through the routines and flight plans that
have been hatched back at the hotel.

Now you have a ten-minute flight off the
mountain over to the Exercise Box; the
airspace where you can safely do all of
your manoeuvres over the sea. You lose
little height in the transition and I spend
the time mentally rehearsing my flight
plan.

This is it!
Strangely for me, what followed on this and
every subsequent day was a wonderful
feeling of time slowing down, and huge
anticipation and excitement. Toby rather
languidly says, ‘Hi Pat. I think it is you I can
see. Just to make sure, can you put in a 90degree turn to seaward. Thanks! And now
put in a 90-degree turn to the lagoon. Yup,
I’ve got you. Right, let’s see what we are
going to do. OK good, I’ve got your plan.’
So far so straightforward. Toby continues
on the radio, ‘When I say, I want you to
park your right brake, and then I want you
to reach up with your right hand. With your
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I now have to admit to a shame of mine - I
don’t like forward launching. There it is –

I’ve said it! It was so easy at training school
but is rarely practiced in Blighty – and now
we have got to get it right. No pressure
then. Once again this anxiety was hugely
mitigated by Mike meticulously checking
every aspect of my wing’s layout and
preparation. Then he stands at the bottom
of the launch and directs you under your
wing as you experience that wonderful
moment of unadulterated joy – take off!

Mike Agnew, meticulously checking kit
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Main image: it starts here! Mike (above) prepares to direct the
launch at Olu-Deniz
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thumb facing downwards you are going to
pull down your three right-hand A risers,
hard and smoothly, and then release them.
OK off you go then … ‘
And so the lessons continue as you
manoeuvre down through the box with
that earpiece melody of commands,
reassurance and encouragement. ‘Yes that’s
good Pat. Hands up … yes, that was nice.
Good. OK let’s do the same again on your
left hand side … Good stuff. Now we are
going to …’ Finally you have run out of
height and Toby signs off with, ‘Well done
Pat. There’s a slight onshore breeze. Have a
good landing and I’ll see you at the debrief.’
When you land you are buzzing. In just
eight minutes you have seen your wing
doing all kinds of extraordinary things.
What’s more, you have seen how much it
wants to fly, and exactly what to do in each
situation. And that is just Flight One. Still
seven more training flights to do!

After every flight there is a careful debrief
and the next flight plan is hatched. Toby’s
objective is to teach competence, not
compliance. So after every manoeuvre is
practiced it is repeated until you can do it
without him prompting you to ‘Hands up’ or
‘Catch the dive.’
So, depending on your demonstration of
skills, your aptitude and your your
ambitions, what follows is progressive.
Toby never tells you to do something but
skilfully steers you. Next – dynamic
collapses, spiral entries and exits, stall
points, auto-rotation control … There is
just so much to learn, and you are not
only learning from what you are doing but
from every other pilot. You are the
proverbial sponge.

and you tend to compound or cascade the
situation. There is no substitute for practice
and feel. How many times did Toby say to
me, ‘No Pat, don’t anticipate the dive … wait
for phase two before you apply the brakes.
Let’s do it again!’ And again, and again.
I’ve come home excited. I have learnt so
much. My wing is fantastic. What a flying
machine – well done and thank you to
Gradient! I understand and have carried out
the basic, and some more advanced,
recovery and rapid descent processes. My
pitch control is progressing. But my
wingovers are still rubbish unless Toby is
telling me what to do, when they become
more fun than you can shake a stick at.
There is so much more to learn. Roll on my
next SIV course!

Above all you learn to control your wing,
and the number one message is pitch
control. Get that right and you can get out
of most challenging situations. Get it wrong
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